
Important non-verbal signals
As soon as people learn to speak, they think they can communicate. This, unfortunately, is not the case. A lot of time 

and money is lost because highly trained professionals lack basic communication skills.

This book demonstrates that everybody can learn to communicate in a professional manner. No special talent is 

required. All you need is insight into the communication process. You can only recognise and avoid mistakes if you 

know what can go wrong and the reasons why. A proper understanding of the underlying causes of various forms 

of miscommunication is crucial. The first part of this book is therefore devoted to an analysis of the communication 

process. The second part then goes into various techniques that can help you enhance your communicative skills and 

avoid the most common forms of miscommunication.

In making you a better communicator, this book gives you more control over your personal and professional life. 

Rather than being forced to be someone you’re not, you’re empowered to make your own choices.

Klaas Wiertzema and Patricia Jansen teach at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam and are also active as 

communication trainers and advisors of Ardens Group (www.ardens.com) at various universities, companies and 

institutions.

 

Positive emotions

(confidence, willingness to cooperate, self-assurance, etc.)

Negative emotions

(suspicion, unwillingness to cooperate, doubt, fear, lack of self-
assurance)

Posture

open posture

standing or sitting up straight

relaxed shoulders

head straight

maintaining the same posture for a 
long time, calm, smooth movements

turning shoulders towards the other 
person

(slightly) leaning forward

determing one’s own posture

closed posture

slouching (when standing or sitting)

tense (raised) shoulders

head bowed 

frequent changes in posture 
(restlessness), with rapid or cramped 
movements, walking to and fro, 
rocking to and fro; tilting chair

turning shoulders (slightly) away from 
the other person

leaning backwards

copying other person’s posture

Interpersonal distance

reducing the distance (may also be 
intended to intimidate)

standing in the centre of a room 
(particularly with men)

increasing the distance
 

standing in a corner or at the side of a 
room (particularly with men)

Face

relaxed laugh

not frowning

maintaining calm and steady eye 
contact
 
 
 

eyes opened normally

relaxed mouth

unsmiling/forced laughter

frowning

avoiding eye contact or fixing the 
other person’s eye (to literally keep 
an eye on him); looking at the exit 
or frequently furtively looking 
downwards or sideways

(slightly) narrowed or wide-open eyes

frequent moistening of lips; lip-biting; 
keeping mouth pressed shut (with 
clenched jaws)

Positive emotions

(confidence, willingness to cooperate, self-assurance, etc.)

Negative emotions

(suspicion, unwillingness to cooperate, doubt, fear, lack of self-
assurance)

Hands

keeping hands relaxed

making calm supporting gestures

few face touches (with the exception 
of the chin and rubbing along the 
nose)

hands behind the neck (elbows apart)
rubbing hands

hand(s) held to the chest (with men)
hands held loosely on the arm of the 
chair

clenched fists, fidgeting or drumming 
fingers

no gestures or use of many (restless) 
gestures (fast movements) which 
often do not correspond (or are 
dispropropor¬tionate) with the 
content of the story

hands frequently touching the neck, 
head and face (particularly the 
mouth, nose, ears and hair)

rubbing the neck with one hand
clasping hands; rubbing your own 
arms or the top of the other hand; 
plucking your own fingers or nails

hands held to the chest (with women)
tightly holding the arm of the chair

Legs

legs are not crossed

feet hardly move

crossed legs (not applicable to 
women)

moving feet to and fro (often on one 
foot)

Use of voice

calm speaking speed

stable voice

normal voice pitch
 
lots of humming and yes, yes’s
 

speaking with a strong volume

speaking fast

shaky or cracking voice

raised voice or exaggerated use of 
intonation

frequent swallowing and making 
small dismissive noises

speaking (too) softly

Other

not yawning or sighing

sitting down calmly
 
breathing calmly

no nail-biting

no trembling

normal skin colour

opening jacket during conversation 
(with men)

drawing the conversation towards 
yourself

ending the conversation

yawning or sighing, clearing your 
throat

feeling (testing) chair before sitting 
down

breathing deeply or superficially

nail-biting

Trembling

skin turns pale or blotchy red

buttoning up jacket during a 
conversation (with men)

leaving initiative to someone else
 
leaving initiative to end the 
conversation to someone else 

The following table comes from the book “A comprehensive introduction to communication”.

 A comprehensive Introduction to Communication


